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Abstract: This article describes a new approach to the implementation of the training program of risk probability
of coronary heart disease (CHD) remote evaluation. It describes an example of training sample formation based
on the statistical analysis of medical data. The proposed solution will allow medical personnel to carry out the
personification of cardiac services and first of all, preventive orientation. Also a method for assessing the
effectiveness of the program of expert system "ARM-Cardiologist" on the results of ongoing clinical trials is
provided.
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INTRODUCTION medicines. The reported deficiencies make it difficult to
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the most frequent practical implementation in the form of intelligent
cause of death among the population and the "time information systems to support medical management
factor" is of special importance to treat them. Significant solutions (MMS).
reduction of the risk of this class of diseases can be Thus, the relevance of this study is due to the need
achieved by means of preventive measures among the to improve the quality of forecasting and early diagnosis
population. One of the main requirements for the of heart disease through the use of leading predictors of
organization of mass screening of the population is the cardiovascular disease, such as the structural and
high throughput of medical offices and minimizing the functional parameters of the heart, using modern
cost of screening and acceptable precision of medical mathematical techniques of intelligent information
decisions. The use of telemedicine technologies that allow technology.
remote sensing methods to diagnose the cardiovascular
pathologies and particularly the dynamics of their The Research Methodology: Is based on the use of
development can provide timely medical care to prevent modern information technologies and, in particular,
death or disability of the person. systems, human-machine interaction. The proposed
The analysis of the given articles [1-5] devoted to approach is used in medical practice, automated
solving the problem of providing remote and automated generation of medical management solutions (MMS) [6-9].
help to cardiac patients has shown that the existing The research team has proposed the approach to evaluate
automated systems do not allow checking the adequacy the effectiveness of intelligent information  system of
of the valuation, the training function of the system is early  diagnosis  and  prognosis  of cardiovascular
absent or limited and the medical history data of the disease. At the first stage, the creation of workstation
patient is not fully used. Another disadvantage is the fact "ARM-Cardiologist" and the software package, which
that among the currently existing information systems includes the database (DB) on the    diagnostic  features
there is no database linking together individual databases of CHD and electronic cardio cases of the surveyed
on diseases, symptoms, course of treatment and patients.
apply the existing development in the subject area for
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Next, based on a comprehensive analysis of the estimated risk of coronary heart disease by comparing the
various cardio data derived from non-invasive monitoring parameters of the mathematical model of the current state
of the current CVS patient, the estimation of the of the CVS of the individual patient with the appropriate
conditional probability of the risk of coronary heart parameters generated by training set. Furthermore, [6, 8],
disease (CHD) is determined, the value of which is the training set as the reference information can be used
necessary for the subsequent generation of MMS. One of to identify the dynamics and direction of parameters of
the important stages of the technology is to create a the  mathematical   model   the  state  of  CHD   patient.
database (DB) on the diagnostic features of CHD, This information is needed to clarify the missing values of
electronic cardio cases of the surveyed persons, as well DF, as well as the personification of the data by assigning
as the formation of training set and training programs for a cardiologist respective initial weights the importance of
the early diagnosis and prognosis of cardiovascular each individual patient DF, which is recorded in his cardio
disease by cardiologist. The characteristic feature of case.
software developed by a team for the "ARM-
Cardiologist" is that the training set is updated Thus, the whole procedure of training programs
continuously by incorporating into its structure, data "ARM-Cardiologist" by a cardiologist is as follows:
about each of the surveyed persons for which the
diagnosis of a system of man-machine interaction The personification of the program through the initial
(cardiologist + "ARM-Cardiologist") at the stage of appointment and subsequent  relevant  adjustments
clinical testing and operation of the workstation. of weight coefficient of the importance of each DF. In
RESULTS factors DF is done automatically on the basis of the
One of the main procedures of the proposed "common values"), which reduces the degree of
algorithm - is the formation of diagnostic features (DF) of impact of a DF on a calculated risk assessment of
coronary heart disease and the calculation of their values coronary heart disease, if a cardiologist does not
for the individual patient. The algorithm involves the consider them appropriate. We note that the correct
calculation of risk of coronary heart disease conditional adjustment of the significance of the coefficients of
probability in a patient, which on the basis of the analysis, each DF will depend on several factors. First you
cardio data state classification of CVS patient groups need to identify incorrect values of DF, probably due
according to DF CHD. In this case, under the DP CHD to the relatively small sample of the training or wrong
means: DFs and their groups. Significance of the error
Symptoms of coronary heart disease (such as chest training of the cardiologist performing during the
pain, etc.); procedure training. All the significance of the
Risk factors for coronary heart disease (e.g., smoking, adjustment coefficients is stored in the DF as
etc.); personal to the individual patient. Personal factors
The results of the clinical examination; have a greater priority than the general at their mutual
Instrumental data (opinions during mismatch.
electrocardiography and echocardiography, etc.). The addition of training set by adding data to it on
Then, a mathematical model of the state as a set of calculating the risk assessment of CHD, the
calculated CVS group numbers (the values) DP CHD diagnosis is generated on the presence or absence of
patient is formed. CHD and obtained the consent of the cardiologist on
The next stage of the algorithm involves the creation the adequacy of electronic diagnosis.
of the training set as a consequence of pre-computed
values of the frequency of occurrence of the presence or Thus, the drawbacks of the prior works [1, 2], implied
absence of coronary heart disease for different values of by the absence or limited learning function by extracting
a representative sample of DF patients, who have already the knowledge of a cardiologist in the process are
been appropriate diagnosed. Then it computes the eliminated.
this case, the initial assignment of values to boost
previously set value (in the software interface called
correction coefficients may also be due to insufficient
the patient, in which completed the process of
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For  the   direct  calculation  of  the  risk  assessment P(B |A ) - The conditional probability of occurrence of
of   CHD    the    following    procedures   are  carried out. an event (B ) - implementation status
In accordance with the classification produced by the classification CVS patients in the k- fifth
state of CVS patient groups DF CHD the sampling rate group of the j- DP with the truth of the i-th
from the database [3] of change in the risk of coronary hypothesis (Ai). P(B |A ) is calculated
heart disease is carried out. In this case, the conditional according to equation (3):
probability that the patient has CHD is in accordance with
(1):
(3)
(1)
where, to classify the patient's condition CVS one of a group DF.
P(A |B) - The conditional probability of the truth of the coronary heart disease in this situation an additionali
hypothesis A  in B event; group is introduced at number 1 (k = 1), "Group is noti
A - A hypothesis corresponding to the defined". As for the calculation of P(B |A ) for the firsti
assumption of the presence or absence of group is not used for the training set and P(B |A ) is
CHD in a patient form, where the i- number of assigned a value equal- probability for all alternatives that
hypotheses about the presence or absence of because of the procedure of normalization factors are not
CHD forms: 1 - has CHD 2 – doesn’t have subsequently affect the final score. When receiving the
CHD; additional information about the patient, allowing
B - An event corresponding to a situation where classifying his CVS state under previously undefined DF,
the state was classified CVS patient groups the above procedure is the introduction of an additional
diagnostic features; group # 1 is canceled.
P(A ) - A priori probability of truth of a hypothesis A It should be noted that the values of P(A ) andi i
is calculated in accordance with the relation: P(B |A) are calculated beforehand on the basis of training
survey and survey of the patients. These statistics are
(2) presented in a table whose rows correspond to groups of
where, each DF with known CHD. The peculiarity of the
a - the number of elements in the training set formation of the training set used for the calculation ofjki
equal to the number of patients whose risk assessment for coronary heart disease is that it can
condition was classified CVS in the k- fifth replenish it by making patient data by which completed
group of the j- DP CHD. It was observed that the process of diagnosis of the presence or absence of
performance of i- hypothesis; their coronary heard disease.
j - Number of DP CHD; For example, let’s consider the fragment of training
k - Number of groups of the DP, which was set, built on the basis of national statistics of morbidity in
classified by the state of diagnosed CVS the United States [3], illustrated in Table 1. Substituting
patients; the data Table 1 in equation (3) it can be shown that for
V - An event corresponding to a situation where this example, P(A1) = 0,042; P(A2) = 0,958. From which itjk
the state were classified CVS particular patient follows that the initial probability of detection of CHD in
in the k- fifth group of the j- DP; a  patient  is  0,042. It should be noted that the relation (3),
jk i
jk
jk i
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Table 1: The procedure for determining the structure and presentation of the
results of clinical trials
The results of the electronic diagnostics
Surveyed ---------------------------------------------------
patients Positive Negative Total
n TP FN TP+FN1
n FP TN FP+TN0
Total TP+FP FN+TN TP+FP+FN+TN
Note: n1 - the number of patients in the experimental sample for which a
cardiologist diagnosed 1st Class disease (CHD);
n0 - the number of patients in the experimental sample for which a
cardiologist diagnosed the absence of the disease under study.
whereby the calculated estimate P(A ), to minimize thei
degree  of  influence  on  the  final  result of the DFs
whose values found using the limited selection of
patients. In general, the assessment of a priori
probabilities is calculated taking into account the general
population statistics detecting coronary heart disease in
all populations. The value of P(A ) is calculated as thei
ratio of the number of CHD patients to the total number of
patients in the training set. In a situation when the
training set is not present, the numerical value of P(A ) isi
calculated as the ratio of the number of CHD patients to
the population of the earth, country, region, city,
professional affiliation, etc. Also it should be noted that
in calculating P(A ) on the basis of learning sample datai
can be a problem, which is that for some information DP
has only a portion of the patients and in some groups DF
- information is completely missing. In this case, there is
the need for a priori probability for each incidence of CHD
DF and, consequently, to calculate the average value of
P(A ) for all DFs.i
The characteristic feature of computing P(B |A ) injk i
accordance with (3) is that the classification of the state
of the patient on the CVS DF in the first group (k = 1), a
group for all DF is called "The Group is not defined" is
always given a condition:
P(B |A ) = 0,5 (4)j1 i
This approach to the estimation of P(B |A ) allowsjk i
you to keep the ability to start the process of calculating
the risk assessment of coronary heart disease in a
situation where according to the individual DF is
impossible to classify the patient’s CVS (the condition of
incomplete input of cardio data). Another feature of the
calculation of P(B |A ) is that if k  1 there may bejk i
situations related uncertainties of the first and second
kind. This situation arises when a training sample in any
DF groups doesn’t have fixed patients. In this situation,
the calculation of P(B |A ) is carried out in accordancejk i
with the second equation system (3).
The Evaluation of Performance of the Expert System
Program "APM-Cardiologist: When generating the
primary electron CHD diagnosis was made based on the
known method of calculation using the diagnostic
efficiency in Table 1, filled by the results of theoretical
and clinical trials [10]. This method allows us to estimate
the extent to which the results of the generation of an
electronic program CHD diagnosis results of the reference
diagnosis (RD). Thus as a result of RD considered
diagnostic results carried cardiologist in respect of one
and the same group of patients.
Experimental sample includes 107 items previously
diagnosed   medical    patients.    The  selection of
samples  was  wearing  random. As estimates of the
quality  of   the   generation   of    electronic   projects
CHD  diagnoses  were  used:  diagnostic  sensitivity
(DSe), the diagnostic specificity (DSp), the predictive
value of positive results (PR+), negative predictive value
of the results (PR - ), the diagnostic efficiency of decision
rule, electronic diagnostics (ED). Quantitative estimates of
the mentioned indicators are in accordance with the
equation (5):
(5)
where,
TP- the number of patients in the experimental sample
for which the result of electronic diagnostics is a true
positive, that is, the diagnosis of "revealed the presence
of the disease" and put a cardiologist and program;
FP -  the number of patients in the experimental
sample for which the result of electronic diagnostics are
false positive, then there is a diagnosis, "revealed the
absence of disease" put the program does not coincide
with the diagnosis of a cardiologist;
FN - the number of patients in the experimental
sample for which the result of electronic diagnostics are
false negative, the diagnosis is a cardiologist and an
electronic diagnosis and distinguished physician revealed
the presence of disease;
TN - the number of patients in the experimental
sample for which the result of electronic diagnostics is a
true negative, the diagnosis is a cardiologist and an
electronic diagnosis and the same doctor revealed the
absence of disease.
49 53 0,925;
46 54 0,852;
49 57 0,86;
46 50 0,92;
95 107 0,888.
DSe
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PR
ED
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Table 2: The results verify the effectiveness of electronic diagnostic
coronary artery disease based on clinical trials
The results of the electronic diagnostics
Surveyed --------------------------------------------------
patients Positive Negative Total
n 49 4 531
n 8 46 540
Total 57 50 107
When calculating the values in accordance with (5)
we used the results of clinical trials, the procedure for
determining the structure and representations are
illustrated in Table 1.
These figures are calculated on the basis of clinical
trials and shown in Table 2.
Table  2   illustrates  the  results  of  the  pilot study
the  effectiveness  of  electronic  diagnostic coronary
heart  disease,  based  on  the  data obtained from the
Table 1.
In accordance with relation (5) and the data illustrated
in Table 2, the following calculations were made of quality
electronic projects generate diagnoses of coronary heart
disease:
(6)
CONCLUSION
The efficiency and the possibility of training
programs developed intellectual assessment of the
conditional probability of CHD are shown. This study was
carried out on the example of the training set and is
formed according to the  results  of   the  statistical
analysis  of  medical  data  describing  the  state of the
CVS on the diagnostic features of coronary heart disease.
The efficiency of the information system of early
diagnosis and prognosis  of  cardiovascular  disease
based  on  the  results  of  clinical  trials was observed.
The implementation of the proposed research team of
technical solutions to improve the accuracy of early
diagnosis and prognosis of coronary heart disease.
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